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that every one of us are doing 
our best to complete our job tasks 
wherever you are. 

I want to highlight that the 
UNIMY family had done and 
accomplished so much in 2020. 
Despite the unforeseen and 
unpredictable pandemic. There 
were many marketing and 
branding initiatives to attract 
students, various new program 
developments to expand our 
products, numerous student 
activities and support to maintain 
excellent service, and countless 
virtual events to expose UNIMY. 
Everyone did their part to keep 
the team together and stronger. 

Lastly, allow me to take this 
opportunity to thank you all for 
the hard work and tremendous 
support for the year 2020. Let us 
put that testing year behind and 
be united to embrace of what 
might come in 2021. 

VCA WORD FROM OUR

Dear UNIMY Colleagues,

I would like to touch on 
the speech by the late 
Steve Jobs during the 
Commencement Address 
at Stanford University, 12th 
of June 2005 called “3 
Wisdoms”. To be honest, 
this speech delivered by 
the late Steve Jobs, former 
Chairman, Founder and 
CEO of Apple, is one of the 
most inspiring speeches 
that I have encountered. 

The three wisdoms derived 
from his speech carry a 
deep message that could 
help you stay positive 
and motivated whenever 
challenges or obstacles 
arise. Now, let us delve into 
the three wisdoms:

Continued on page 2 >

A MESSAGE 
FROM OUR DVC

Since early 2020, all of us have 
gone through one of the most 
challenging and unexpected 

moments. Who would have 
thought that there would be a 
global lockdown of education 
institutions that has affected 
billions of students’ education and 
employees worldwide? 

Nonetheless, we had 
managed to brace 
through the year 
2020, a year that was 
just like a real roller 
coaster ride. We 
went from working 
at the office to 
working from home, 

then back to the 
office again, and 

finally to work 
rotation, but 

I must say I 
am well 

pleased 

Professor Datuk Ts. Dr. 
Mohd Razali Muhamad

Vice Chancellor
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1. “You’ve got to find what you love”. 

Steve Jobs said, “the only way 
to do great work is to love what 
you do. If you haven’t found it 
yet, keep looking. Don’t settle. As 
with all matters of the heart, you’ll 
know when you find it. And, like 
any great relationship, it just gets 
better and better as the years roll 
on. So, keep looking until you find 
it. Don’t settle!”

Gurbaksh Chahal, an Indian 
American Internet Entrepreneur 
who is also known as G also 
mentioned the same thing, “Find 
something you love and do it 
better than everyone else.” He 
added, “This is something I really 
feel strongly about – do something 
because you really love doing it 
and don’t let greed be the driving 
factor”. G left school at 16 years 
old to start Internet advertising 
company Click Agents. Two years 
later he sold it for USD 40 million.

In my opinion, doing something 
we love, particularly in our studies 
and career, comes with the 
sincerest intention deepest from 
our heart to benefit humanity for 
the sake of the Creator. 

Even though money is important, 
the passion we have also need 
to coincide. That way we can 
always stay motivated and make 
great progress in our studies or 
career. Without passion, it would 
be like driving a car with no petrol 
but trying to reach a destination.

2. “If today were the last day of 
my life, would I want to do what I 
am about to do today?”

When Steve Jobs was 17, he read 
a quote that went something like, 
“If you live each day as if it was 
your last, someday you’ll most 
certainly be right.” Since then, for 
the past 33 years, he looked in the 
mirror every morning and asked 
himself: “If today were the last 
day of my life, would I want to do 
what I am about to do today?” 
And whenever the answer has 
been “No” for too many days in 
a row, he knew he needed to 
change something.

He also said, “No one wants to 
die. Even people who want to 
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go to heaven don’t want to die 
to get there. And yet death is the 
destination we all share. No one 
has ever escaped it. And that is 
as it should be, because death is 
very likely the single best invention 
of Life. It is Life’s change agent. It 
clears out the old to make way 
for the new. Right now, the new 
is you, but someday not too long 
from now, you will gradually 
become the old and be cleared 
away”.

Furthermore, Tariq Ramadan, a 
world-renowned professor at the 
Faculty of Theology and Religion, 
University of Oxford highlighted 
two central questions concerning 
the existence of humankind such 
as “Where did we come from?” 
and “Where are we going?” 
whether one believes in the 
existence of the Creator, the 
non-existence of the Creator, or 
chooses to remain undecided, 
these questions will certainly 
shape human attitude to life. 

To me, if one understands this 
concept clearly, especially those 
who believe in the life in the 
hereafter, undoubtedly he or she 
will have a great mission in this 
world and proactively strive to 
serve humanity with the best of his 
or her knowledge and abilities. 

3. Stay Hungry. Stay Foolish.

Elon Musk, TESLA CEO said that the 
biggest mistake people can do is 
to assume that they are smart. 

Albert Einstein, a German-
born theoretical physicist who 
developed the theory of relativity 
also realised that the more he 
learns, the more he realises how 
much he doesn’t know.

Alvin Toffler, an American writer, 
and futurist said, “The illiterate 
of the future are not those who 
can’t read or write but those 
who cannot learn, unlearn, and 
relearn.” What he clearly meant is 
that we need to learn and unlearn 
as we continue to stay updated 
with what that works and those 
that no longer works, including 
the path of staying relevant with 
today’s digital era.

Based on my observation, I find 
that everyone has got his or her 
blind spot that can be the main 
stumbling block for his or her 
self-improvement. To minimise 
the risk of having a blind spot in 
your studies and career, one can 
consider at the least the following 
three methods: 

a. Active listening

As leaders, followers, and service 
providers, we need to take the 
time to listen actively to those 
who engage with us. Steven 
Covey, the prolific author of 
“The Seven habits of Highly 
Effective People” simplifies the 
concept with his statement: 
“Seek first to understand, then to 
be understood.” Take the time 
to understand the person we 
are speaking with as it will not 
only enhance our knowledge 
and abilities but also improve 
our interactions with others 
significantly1.

b. Mentorship

Mentorship is a relationship 
whereby a more experienced 
or more knowledgeable person 
helps to guide a less experienced 
or less knowledgeable person. The 
mentor may be older or younger 
than the person being mentored, 
but they must have a certain 
area of expertise. It is a learning 

1  https://www.careercert.com/
blog/ems/active-listening-the-corner-
stone-of-servant-leadership/#:~:text=-
Stephen%20Covey%20stated%20in%20
his,and%20know%20you%20are%20
concerned.

Mentorship is 
a relationship 
whereby a more 
experienced 
or more 
knowledgeable 
person helps 
to guide a less 
experienced 
or less 
knowledgeable 
person. 



One of the 
secrets to 

staying 
young is to 
always do 
things you 

do not know 
how to do. 

To keep 
learning. 

Happy Birthday NOVEMBER 
& DECEMBER Babies!

NOV: Ms Shamla, Mr. Tatchana, Ms Azizah, Ms Rafidah, 
Mr. Aiman, Ms Eryn, Dr. Zulkarnain

DEC: Mr. Azwan, Mr. Anas, Ms Asmui, Mr. Fikri, Ms Hanis

	Staff Get Student Incentive: You still have the chance to get 
RM2,000 per student when those you refer register for any of 
the programmes at UNIMY. Don’t miss out!*T&C Apply

	Zakat Payment: As you all know, UNIMY has been appointed 
as ‘Penolong Amil Kutipan Zakat’. For those who want to pay 
their Zakat on Income or Zakat on Business, you may do so 
by contacting our dearest Mr. Fikrie (from the Finance Dept.) 
at +6018-6634951.

	If your department is hosting any uni-related events, whether 
on campus or virtually, please do take some photos and 
share the news with the Corp Comm team so we can update 
them in our next BUZZ. 

QUICK ANNOUNCEMENTS

BIRTHDAY 

SHOUT-OUTS! 

and development partnership 
between someone with vast 
experience and someone who 
wants to learn. Interaction with 
an expert may also be necessary 
to gain proficiency with cultural 
tools. Mentorship experience and 
relationship structure affect the 
“amount of psychosocial support, 
career guidance, role modelling 
and communication that occurs 
in the mentoring relationships in 
which the mentees and mentors 
engaged”.2

c. Coaching for Change

Whether you’re a boss, a 
colleague, or a friend, you can 
help the people around you 
make valuable life-enhancing 
changes. But the way to do that 
isn’t by setting targets for them 
and fixing their problems; it’s by 
coaching with compassion, an 
approach that involves focusing 
on their dreams and how they 
could achieve them. Instead of 
doling out advice, a good coach 
will ask exploratory, open-ended 
questions and listen with genuine 
care and concern. The idea is to 
have coachees envision an ideal 
self (who they wish to be and 
what they wish to do), explore 
the real self (not just the gaps 
they need to fill but the strengths 
that will help them do so), set 
a learning agenda, and then 
experiment with and practice 
new behaviours and roles. The 
coach is there to provide support 
as they strive to spot their learning 
opportunities, set the groundwork 
to achieve change, and then see 
things through3.

With that, I hope everyone at 
UNIMY will always be passionate 
about what we do here at the 
university and do our best to 
make our UNIMY shine. 

2	 	https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Mentorship
3	 	https://hbr.org/2019/09/
coaching-for-change
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Ts. Dr. Zulkarnain Kedah
Deputy Vice Chancellor
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UNIMY 

INTERNAL NEWS & EVENTS

UNIMY Brand & Business Strategic 
Alignment Workshop
MS SHEZNIE hosted the UNIMY Brand & Business 
Strategic Alignment workshop as a follow up to our 
previous UNIMY Brand Value session. Everyone had a 
great time brainstorming the Action Plan and KPIs for 
each department as well as responding to the 3 MIQ 
(Most Important Questions). 

Soooo, what is your plan for Experiences, Growth, 
and Contribution? Pretty sure all of you have some 
awesome 5-year plan down the road! Don’t forget to 
keep them MIQ answers, action plan, and KPIs close 
to your heart, so you are always on the right track, 
aite? 

Career & Personality 
Workshop
DID you all remember when the UNIMY 
Counsellor, Ms Suhana conducted several 
sessions of the Career & Personality 
workshop to ensure everyone know which 
category they fall into using the Holland 
Codes? Just to recap, the system classifies 
jobs into job categories, interest clusters, 
and work personality environments. 

From your answers to the survey, you 
had to calculate your points and see which 
categories within the Holland Model are 
your highest. The top three are the ones 
that represent your work personalities the 
most. How fascinating!

So, which is your dominant one, R, I, A, 
S, E, or C? Whatever it is, you shall find your 
way to shine. Most importantly, always 
remember that “The Road to Success 
comes through Hard Work, Determination 
and Sacrifice.” See you at the top! 

Dell Hack2Hire
CSE would like to share the good news 
of our students. Dell Technologies had 
organised a holistic hiring process 
named “Dell Digital Virtual Hack2Hire” 
whereby the chosen ones get to build 
a successful career path with 3 years 
of Development Program at Dell, and 
guess what? Nine (9) of our students got 
selected! 

Just imagine that one of the Hack2Hire 
Processes include 12-hour of intense 
coding! They did real well, so congrats 
to them for gaining the chance to 
have a brighter career future with Dell 
Technologies. Super excited for them 
^_^ 
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UNIMY

BRANDING INITIATIVES

Shu’s Farewell 
End Dec, the Marketing Team again bid 

farewell to one of their team members, Ms 
Syuhada after she ended her trainee period. 
Even till the last day, they all had a pretty 
good laugh with the person who had brought 
joy to the team. We all wish Ms Syuhada much 
happiness in her new chapter of life. 

“Never say goodbye, because saying 
goodbye means going away and going away 
means forgetting, so let’s say see ya later!”

Year End Review 
Meeting (YERM) 
with Serba Dinamik
ON 8 Dec, our VC was invited by our 
parent company, Serba Dinamik, 
to present at their Virtual Year 
End Review Meeting. After much 
deliberation and input from each 
department, we had managed to 
compile a valuable update on UNIMY’s 
achievements and our plan moving 
forward.

It must have been nerve-wracking 
to e-present in front of all the SD’s 
top management, but our VC did 
amazingly great, and you know what, 
we all should be very proud!

SIN CHEW E-FAIR (12 NOV): Our Head 
of Marketing & Admissions, Mr. Patrick Wong 
was featured on the Sin Chew E-Fair FB Live 
in which he shared on the significance of 
the Industrial Revolution 4.0 (IR4.0). He 
also pointed how UNIMY is doing all the 
necessary to mould our students into job-
ready graduates who are ready to face the 
challenges of the digital era.

BERNAMA RADIO (12 NOV): Although 
2020 had been a rough year, UNIMY has 
never stopped its branding initiatives. After 
Sinar.FM, our VC, Prof Datuk Ts Dr Mohd 
Razali Muhamad then appeared on another 
platform discussing about UNIMY. During 
that Bernama Radio Program: Grad TVET 
Talkshow, Prof Razali shared his opinion on 
TVET programmes, and how UNIMY could 
be an added benefit for TVET graduates to 
further their study. 

Thank you for such an insightful live 
sharing session Prof Razali! 
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TOWARDS the end of the year 2020, the top 
management had gone on numerous visits to 
seek and seize effective collaborations out 
there. Before we go into the list of meet-ups 
and collabs, let us share with you two significant 
partnerships that had taken place in Nov 2020.

• MOU WITH SHAANXI INSTITUTE OF 
TECHNOLOGY (2 NOV)

UNIMY has signed a Memorandum of 
Understanding (MoU) with Shaanxi Institute 
of Technology to leverage each other’s 
capabilities and strength in the academic 
areas. The objectives of the MoU include:

• Establishing “The Malaysia Training 
Center” whereby both parties 
collaborate to set up professional 
talents-cultivation systems, develop 
course resources, construct internship 
and practical training platform, and 
textbooks in English, among others.

• Launching the cultivation project for 
teachers and administrators, as well 
as teacher trainings, mutual visits, and 
exchanges.

• Developing academic research 
cooperation, such as seminars for 
academic and teaching, publish 
academic papers, as well as exchange 
any related educational information.

• Mutual credit recognition program.

UNIMY

MEETUPS / COLLABS!

In addition to that, there are also some other 
meet-ups and collaborations for November 
and December 2020:

• International College of Advanced 
Technology Sarawak (i-CATS)

• Centre of Technical Excellence (CENTEXS), 
Sarawak

• Ainon Business School (ABS)
• Kiara College Kota Kinabalu, Sabah
• In-House Multimedia College
• ISBAUK Thinking Skill College
• Galaxy Group of Companies
• TDM Berhad, Terengganu
• Kolej Teknologi Darul Naim, Kelantan
• Kolej UNITI Kota Bharu, Kelantan
• Kompas International College
• Lithan Academy Sdn. Bhd.
• Institut Profesional Baitulmal
• Kementerian Belia dan Sukan (KBS) 
• Forest Interactive
• Israk Solutions Sdn. Bhd.
• Indizium Sdn. Bhd.
• Institut Penyelidikan Pendidikan Tinggi 

Negara
• Embassy of Tajikistan
• Embassy of The State of Palestine

• COC VIRTUAL SIGNING CEREMONY
      (9 NOV)
UNIMY and Serba Dinamik have signed Certificate 
of Collaboration (CoC) with three Polytechnics, 
namely Politeknik Besut Terengganu, Politeknik 
Sultan Mizan Zainal Abidin Dungun dan Politeknik 
Kuala Terengganu. 

This collaboration allows both parties to work 
together in conducting technical training and 
technology sharing, expertise and certification 
programmes that are recognized by the TVET 
institutions.

The main agenda of the CoC are as follows:

• Collaboration in curriculum 
development.

• Involvement in staff and student 
development and mobility programs.

• Involvement in research, research, 
innovation, and publishing programs.

• Involvement in seminar, workshop, 
symposium, and community activities.

• Involvement in entrepreneurship and 
commercialization programs.

• Information sharing of knowledge, skills 
and equipment in areas that have been 
identified together.
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WHAT’S GOING ON
UNIMY2U App

Don’t you forget that we have 
this UNIMY2U App, for us to get all 
of the marketing materials and 
information needed to hook people 
up with UNIMY! All you need to do is 
download the mobile app, register, 
and you’ll have access to all the 

materials to start marketing UNIMY. How neat is that?

UNIMY Tik Tok Challenge
If you are not on Tik Tok yet…you are defo missing 

out! UNIMY is hosting a Tik Tok challenge until end 
of Feb 2021 and the winner stand a chance to 
win a cash prize! So, wait no more and get your 
dance gear on and ready to join the UNIMY Tik Tok 
challenge :p 

We’re counting on your support UNIMY Peepz!

UNIMY Valorant – In collaboration with UNIMY 
E-Sport Club, they had hosted a UNIMY Valorant 
Tournament 2020 for the game enthusiasts of UNIMY. 

Mental Health Talk – 
They invited Puan Suraya 
Banu Sallehudin from the 
Health Dept of Selangor for 
a virtual event via Microsoft 
Teams. The event aims to 
raise awareness on mental 
health and related issues in 
today’s society.

Maulidur Rasul – They did a Khoot Quiz to freshen 
up and learn new knowledge about the history of 
Prophet Muhammad and his companions, as well as 
a sharing session on the application of good manners 
in day-to-day lives.

UNIMY Dean’s List Award 
Ceremony 2020 - This event 
was held on UNIMY Official 
FB Live in which a total of 128 
students from May Semester 
were awarded with Dean’s List.

Deepavali – They organized 
Movie Nights of “Mohabbatein” 
via Microsoft Teams, got the 
students to create a video of 
“What Makes Deepavali Special”, 
and posted their best Outfit of Deepavali (OOD) on 
Instagram with #UNIMYDEEPAVALI, #UNIMYLIGHTS

UNIMY

SRC 2020/2021 UPDATES
Although the students are all 
staying and learning from 
home, they had done their best 
to stay active. These are the 
various programs and activities 
that the SRC had been involved 
in for Dec – Nov 2020:

Bringing Industry to the Classroom 
We are proud to say that this new programme 

initiated by the Industry Engagement Team is 
going very well. Just within 2 months (Nov – Dec), 
we had invited seven (7) distinguished speakers 
from the industry and exposed over 200 students 
to industry-driven topics. Kudos to all the lecturers 
who had taken the initiative to make the request. 

If you are thinking of bringing industry to 
your classroom, please contact the Industry 
Engagement Team for more details.

UNIMY Townhall: Date is yet to be confirmed by our VC, but this will most probably be a virtual 
townhall, how devastated! Trust us that we had planned a funtertaining Townhall for all of 
you dearies, but since we can’t have this event f2f, we will keep the fun for next time, sorry!

UNIMY E-Open Day (6 & 7 February): Things are just so unpredictable these days. To avoid any 
unforeseen circumstances, but at the same time still get the public to get to know UNIMY, our 
open days in February will be a virtual one. Do spread the news around and share the post 
on UNIMY FB and IG, okay? Thanks a bunch! 
World Industrial Network (WIN): Some of you might have heard of this, but some of you might 
have not. Either way, we are thrilled to inform you that this initiative of getting our students 
more industry-ready will be launched in near future! 

“You Don’t Get Results By Focusing On 
Results. You Get Results By Focusing 
On The Actions That Produce Results” – 
So, take the right actions ~

FINAL NOTE: If you have anything important, exciting to 
share with the rest of UNIMY Family in the next UNIMY BUZZ, 
please email the Corp Comm Team at unimy.corpcomm@
unimy.edu.my, or you know where to find us 
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